Why Lurchers Make Great Pets
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Lurchers have been around for centuries, initially bred from sighthounds crossed usually with
collies and/or terriers to create hunting dogs that had the speed of the sighthound with the brains
and stamina of a collie/terrier, the combination of which made a biddable and successful hunting
dog.
In the past few decades there have been more lurchers that are predominantly sighthound mixes,
often saluki, greyhound, whippet crosses (this type is traditionally known as a ‘longdog’ but
‘lurcher’ has become the generic term for any of these sighthound cross dogs). But they can be
bred with Irish Wolfhounds at one end of the scale down to tiny Italian Greyhounds. Longdogs are
bred predominantly for hare coursing - unfortunately they are massively overbred and often times
abused when they have served their purpose.
So they come in all different shapes and sizes and although a lurcher is not a purebred dog it’s a
popular hybrid that has become much more recognised over the years (much longer than the
‘doodles’ and ‘poos’ that are currently ‘in fashion’!). With the added bonus that their short coats
need very little maintenance other than a decent brush once a week (not daily brushing with
expensive trips to the groomers every 6-8 weeks!).
Unless you have had the privilege of meeting or living with a lurcher it’s easy to think of them as
the stereotypical hunting dog with nothing else to offer. Nothing could be further from the truth.
Here are some frequently made assumptions about the lurcher.
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Don't they need loads of exercise?
No!
Sure they love a good run and stretch of their legs but you can let them run for 30-60 minutes
and they will happily return home and sleep for hours, taking another walk much later in the
day.
Like their relatives the greyhound, they are known as 40 mph couch potatoes. Unlike busy
terriers or other working breeds who can need constant entertainment and activity, the lurcher
will happily let you get on with your day as long as they’ve had a decent run, breakfast and
have somewhere comfortable to sleep.
A bonus if you don’t like dog walks in the rain is that neither do they! On a really wet day, 10
minutes around the block is more than enough for them to snooze the day away. Equally if you
are keen on hiking for miles they are just as happy to do this with you. Very versatile either
way!
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Aren't they are big dogs?
No!
They are crossbreeds meaning they come in all shapes and sizes. Whippet x Bedlington
Terriers make popular lurchers and they are only whippet size if not smaller (20”).
The other end of the scale you can have Saluki x Greyhound that are as tall as an average
Greyhound (28”). And there is everything in between.
They also curl up into neat little donuts so actually the larger dogs appear quite small once
they are fast asleep.
There is also a myth that the smaller the dog the less exercise it will need. Not so. Any type of
small terrier or spaniel will need much more mental and physical activity to keep happy than
your average lurcher of any size.
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They are vicious.
No, they are not!
If you’ve only ever seen pictures of lurchers hare coursing, you can be forgiven for thinking
that they are vicious dogs only interested in killing small animals. Most breeds of dog will
chase a hare or rabbit given half the chance and would look exactly the same if they had the
speed to keep up with their prey. The only reason your gun dog or terrier seem less
threatening is because they rarely get near their prey so you don’t witness the behaviour (and
because for decades they’ve all been very popular pets so people are more likely to have seen
them in a domestic setting).
Lurchers are generally really soft, affectionate and docile dogs which is another reason they
make such great pets. Given what a hard start most rescue lurchers have the thing that is most
astounding about them is their forgiving nature. Once they realise they are safe with you, they
give so much back, in terms of love and loyalty.
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They are too aloof.
They can be but not usually with their family.
Saluki’s are a pretty aloof breed. Although many are aloof because they are wary of strangers
due to their often abusive history. Other sighthounds are generally less so, and if they have
collie or terrier in the mix then that can also add to their confidence.
However once you’ve homed a lurcher you will have the most loyal and loving dog you could
wish for. The more shy dogs may only ever really trust you appearing stand offish to others.
But there are plenty that are outgoing with everyone that they meet. Of course this can be true
of all breeds, some are just more confident than others.
Once you’ve known the love of a lurcher you will never forget it!
They are tactile and affectionate and you can’t beat a lurcher snuggle on the sofa after a long
day!
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Aren't they unreliable with other small breed dogs?
No they are not!
They know the difference between a small dog and a rabbit.
Those with exceptionally high prey drives may need more training and socialising with smaller
dogs but most of these dogs have been kept around other dogs from birth and in that regard
are generally extremely well socialised with other dogs, no matter what breed they are.
In fact it is quite comical to see lurchers pair up with a short legged breed, making sure they
run slow enough that their vertically challenged pal can keep up, or laying down for a wrestling
match so that their friend isn’t at a height disadvantage.
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They can’t live with cats.
Some can’t. Some can.
Just like all breeds of dogs.
If you have someone that can cat test a lurcher (which should only be done in a controlled
environment with an experienced person), there is no reason why a lurcher can’t live in
harmony with a cat.
Although experience tells me that the cats will always rule the roost – lurchers are pretty big
wimps in the main!
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They can’t live with children.
Yes they can.
They actually make great family pets because of their calm, kind and loving nature.
Galway SPCA will have already assessed the lurchers in their care (as should any reputable
rescue).
Some of the more shut down dogs or abused dogs are better off in an all adult home.
But a lot of the young lurchers that end up in rescue, after their initial introduction of kindness
and care from the staff at Heathlawn, just crave to be loved and belong to someone. They are
such affectionate and laid back dogs which makes for great all round family pets.
Of course like all dogs they need to be in a home where children will respect them and treat
them with kindness.
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You can never let them off lead.
Yes you can.
They are not all as biddable as some other breeds and can be more difficult to train than
certain others. But with time and patience (and lots of tasty treats!) it is possible to train a
decent recall with a lurcher, especially if you can take them to either an enclosed area or
somewhere with very few distractions.
Most of these dogs have had a terrible start in life, although they are hardwired to chase
critters their bond with you will generally over-ride everything else. They may not always come
back on the first call or whistle but they are not going to want to lose the one person they trust
100%, who they know will love them and keep them safe.
There is lots of advice on line about the best way to train recall with a lurcher – watching them
run for fun is addictive so it’s well worth the time and patience to see them in full flight loving
life.
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They don’t have much personality.
Yes they do!
You may have only seen pictures of lurchers standing in fields looking slightly gormless and
think ‘where is this lurcher magic I’ve heard about?’. Again this comes with your lurcher
bonding with you. Love him and let him unpack his personality and you are likely to have one
of the goofiest clowns you have ever met. In full flight they look majestic, graceful, serious.
Although often times they can be the exact opposite, gawky, awkward and clumsy looking as
they gallop around the park, legs going all over the place. You will also likely have other dog
owners happy to meet you as your lurcher tears around the park with a crocodile of other dogs
after him, wearing all those other dogs out for their grateful owners (also adding in the
entertainment value of seeing the joy on their faces!). Let them be who they were always
supposed to be and you’ll be entertained from when you wake up in the morning and see
them upside down on their beds, legs akimbo, tongues hanging out looking like they’d hit the
gin bottle too hard the night before, to seeing the joy and happiness in them as they race
around the park, to the love that they give back to you ten-fold for giving them the life they
always deserved.
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There is a reason that few people only ever have one lurcher in their life. It’s because they
are addictive. Meet other lurcher owners in the park and there is that immediate
connection because you’ve both been blessed with the knowledge that these dogs are
really something special.
They may never have been thought of as ‘fashionable’ dogs but once you’ve been bitten by
the lurcher bug you’ll be hooked. They are the most magical of creatures, with the kindest,
softest, goofiest personalities. Could you offer one of these beautiful lurchers a home?
Please visit our website to see some of the lurchers that are looking for a home. Or check
out our Facebook page or Instagram feed to see more of these wonderful dogs who are
looking for their forever home.
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